
 

April 15, 2021 

SingleCheck Employment Verifications 

Driver iQ will begin charging for SingleCheck Employment Verifications. 

 $7.00 for organizations who do not participate and contribute termination records to the Driver iQ Previous Record of 

Employment (PRE) Database 

 $3.25 for Carriers who contribute termination records to Driver iQ’s PRE Database 

As of April 15, 2021, there are 3 options to receive SingleCheck Employment Verifications: 

1. Provide a credit card.  Each verification will result in a charge of $7.00 per verification. 

2. Set up a Driver iQ Account, and become a contributing carrier to the PRE Database. 

3. If you do not wish to pay for the verification, we will provide that record within 30 days as required by FMCSA 

regulations. 

Current Driver iQ Clients, and Contributors to the PRE Database 

If you are a contributing carrier, you may see an increase in companies contacting you to verify previous employment. 

The majority of these will be from requestors who do not wish to pay for that record.  That option still exists, as they can log 

their request, and that information will be available to them within the 30-day allotted time-period as required by the FMCSA. 

Your message to them has not changed.  Your organization utilizes Driver iQ for CDL driver verification of employment, and 

the above-listed options are what is available to them.  

The best solution for carriers who do not wish to pay the $7.00 fee is to sign up for the Driver iQ PRE program and reap the 

benefits. 

 

Overview of the Driver iQ PRE Program 
 
Previous Record of Employment Database 
Our employment history database is a unique solution that provides instant verification of employment accessing termination 
records stored by participating carriers. The solution speeds up the employment verification process, and reduces the burden 
of responding to verification calls for participating carriers. Employment history and driving school record(s) are provided, 
including the drug and alcohol test results and accidents when available.    
 

A strong benefit to storing records with Driver iQ 
When you store records with Driver iQ you can immediately have a solution to off board those employment verification calls 
and requests that burden your staff today. We will supply an online employment verification solution to automate requests 
for employment verification of current and past employees for existing clients.  This will be your solution to effectively reduce 
or eliminate altogether the employment verification calls from other employers and creditors. The solution automatically 
integrates with our Employee Retention notifications, which are valuable retention reports instantly available to you. 
 

Current Employee Retention Notifications  
Many times, carriers do not know when a good current employee is looking for another job. Through the Driver Retention 
Program, carriers provide a list of current employees to Driver iQ.  Carriers are then proactively notified when a record for that 
current employee is requested. This program is free to all carriers who store their termination and current employee records 
with Driver iQ.



 
 

April 15, 2021 

Why is Driver iQ Charging for SingleCheck Employment Verifications? 

We can certainly appreciate this question. When we built and implemented SingleCheck a few years ago, it was meant to 

alleviate the request for verification of employment (VOE) for CDL drivers that were being placed with our Carrier clients. 

Those Carriers joined up with Driver iQ to contribute and utilize our industry-leading Previous Record of Employment (PRE) 

product/service. 

 

First and foremost, you are not required to pay for this information.  
There is an option to receive VOEs at no cost. Any carrier who does not want to provide credit card information for on-

demand records can continue to receive that information at no charge. 

 

As the SingleCheck platform has become more widespread, we discovered areas our new service addresses. SingleCheck was 

developed to benefit our contributing client/carriers. Providing a “free” verification resulted in some inconsistencies and 

concerns: 

 The benefit of “free” was being passed along to non-Driver iQ clients, i.e. (non-contributing carriers), thus not 

encouraging additional carriers to contribute term records. Additional record contributions increase the value of this 

service to those loyal clients contributing that information. 

 

 There is a value to a verification of employment, and a cost to provide that information. The immediate availability is 

efficient and cost effective for those using the service. The service has a cost associated with it due to the 

management of the service, the accuracy of the data, the compliance and security involved, along with access to our 

experienced customer support team.  

 

We feel that $7.00 is a reasonable cost for an instant DOT-compliant verification of employment of a CDL driver. There are 

two other options available:  

1. Contact Driver iQ and contribute termination records (email diqsales@driveriq.com or call 800.848.3397). This 

reduces the cost of records to $3.25 each; also providing additional benefits: 

 

a. The option to offload your incoming verification requests, utilizing our online system 

 

b. Ability to participate in our Driver Retention Program 

 

c. Additional information on an applicant's previously-held CDL positions of which you may not be aware 

 

2. Obtain record at no charge & receive instructions to access the verification. However, immediate delivery is not 

available with this option. 

 


